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Climate change is becoming a hot topic in the financial world. In this cogent article, IMF experts

Pierpaolo Grippa, Jochen Schmittmann and Felix Suntheim provide a broad overview of the

economic risks associated with climate change and how the financial sector can help to mitigate

them. Their text is clear and accessible, and especially suitable for risk analysts and those

interested in learning how climate change is affecting investor behavior.

Take-Aways

• The financial costs of climate risks remain unknown.

• Climate change mitigation presents an opportunity for the financial sector.

• Better data will produce better climate risk analyses.

Summary

The financial costs of climate risks remain unknown.

Measuring the financial impacts of climate change is challenging, as most of its prospective

costs are outside the scope of traditional analysis. The global shifts in weather patterns present

two types of risk: The first is physical, with natural disasters causing direct damage to property

and infrastructure. These losses from extreme weather events have been growing, and they are

likely to get worse. As a result, property asset values could decline, while insurance coverage

will become more expensive or even unavailable. Second, “transition risk” arises from concerted

mitigation efforts, such as changes in technology, energy policy and consumer preferences. For

example, financial institutions may incur loan losses on businesses that fail to adapt to a low-

carbon economy.
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“Actions to combat rising temperatures...have the potential to drive dislocation in the
business world, as fossil fuel giants awaken to the need for renewable sources of energy
and automakers accelerate investments in cleaner vehicles.”

Although financial markets are starting to price in climate risk, it is unlikely that these efforts

reflect the threat’s actual scale, due to uncertainty over the long term. A real danger persists in

misunderstanding or incorrectly assessing climate perils.

Climate change mitigation presents an opportunity for the financial sector.

Governments need to drive actions to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, and the financial sector

can help make those policies work by shepherding the trillions of dollars of global investment

needed to reduce CO2. Conscientious investors are paying attention, which has led to the rapid

growth of sustainable funds. These investments encourage companies to adopt environmental,

social and governance (ESG) benchmarks, such as emission reductions and green technology

development. Banks are responding by offering discounted loans on sustainable ventures. 

“There is some evidence that markets are partly pricing in climate change risks, but asset
prices may not fully reflect the extent of potential damage and policy action required to
limit global warming to 2ºC or less.”

It is difficult, though, to measure the true extent to which ESG funds are contributing to climate

targets. Evidence suggests that, to attract investors, some funds are engaging in “greenwashing”

by falsely claiming to be “green-compliant.” And weak policy mitigation changes might cool

investor enthusiasm for sustainable opportunities.

Better data will produce better climate risk analyses.

The IMF is strengthening its Financial Sector Assessment Program with enhanced stress testing of

nations’ financial sectors. These risk assessment tools can help estimate insurance costs and

loan default outcomes of disasters. For example, a stress test can forecast a country’s exposure to

physical risks such as hurricanes. The IMF has already produced studies of this nature for Jamaica

and the Bahamas.

“Each destructive hurricane and every unnaturally parched landscape will chip away at
global output.”

But assessments are only as good as the underlying data. Climate risk disclosures remain irregular

and inconsistent across nations. Adopting standardized reports would help fill in data gaps and

improve comparability.
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